Bullyproof Song
By Arthur Kanegis

Bullyproof, what's that?
Come on gang; let's spell it out.

B is for Bust-out, U for understand,
L is for listen and love throughout the land.
Y is for yin yang, balance if you can.

Come on everybody; let's take a mighty stand.
B-U-L-L-Y, I'll tell you why.

P is for picture the out coming demand,
R for respect,
O originated plan.
Overcome the fight from a higher sight,
Fearless take a stand,
No bully can beat our mighty band.

Bullyproof Shield
Bullyproof Shield

No bully can beat our mighty band.

Bullyproof Shield
Bullyproof Shield

No bully can beat our mighty band.

Bullyproof.